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 Designing female character in video game has been criticized as being 

sexually objectified and underrepresented in quantity (number of characters 

and their appearance rate in the game) and in quality (take only secondary 

role and inferior ability statistics given). In this paper, we analyze world 

leading multiple-user online battle arena game League of Legends to see if 

previously criticized gender inequality of champions still stands and conduct 

a survey of 1,403 players of that game and ask how they feel about serious 

gender disproportion of utility support champions (all females). The result 

shows that League of Legends still has serious gender disparity in 

performance parameters and there has been only a small change in 5-year 

span (2014-2019). The survey result tells us that game players also feel 

political incorrectness of such gender disproportion, but they accept such 

gender prototype because they have been taught as such as social role theory 

explains gender inequality issues. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

Mass media has the potential to influence many behavioral social norms including self-esteem, 

gender identity and even sexual behaviors [1]. As a form of media, analyzing video game messages can be 

useful in identifying the gender roles and stereotypes presented therein [2]. Unfortunately, recent game 

contents analysis reports [3-5] reveal that female characters in video game are vastly underrepresented and 

are often hyper sexualized when depicted. Sexual objectification of female characters is serious in that female 

character’s body images are distorted to emphasize the sexuality [6] and female gamers’ self-efficacy was 

negatively affected by game play with the sexualized female character and playing a sexualized video game 

heroine unfavorably influenced people’s beliefs about women in the real world [7]. More seriously, game-

playing with a sexualized woman may increase adolescents’ acceptance of rape myths that refers to the 

degree to which someone endorses false, but widely and persistently held, beliefs about rape that approve 

male sexual aggression against women and tolerance for sexual harassment [8]. 

If such sexual objectification is something that gamers can explicitly sense by playing the game, 

there is another serious implicit message in female character’s underrepresentation in games. In a contents 

analysis of four popular massively multiplayer online role-playing games (MMORPG), Waddel et al. [4] 

found that female characters are seriously underrepresented in quantity and appearance such that female 

https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/4.0/
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characters share only 13.6% of game characters and 8.4% of appearances in the game while male characters 

account for 62.6% and 57.4% respectively and such representational portion of female characters are even 

much less than those of genderless characters. Similar phenomenon is found in even more recent game of 

Pokemon Go [9] in that female characters have much less appearance and character statistics that represents 

the ability of the character. Similar underrepresentation of female characters in quantity and ability are found 

among fighting action games participated in a game show [10]. And such bias against female characters are 

even worse than TV drama and films where many feminists have argued about [11, 12].  

This tendency creates even unfavorable stereotyping females in video games in that female 

characters are sexually provocative and there seldom is strong, independent female protagonist in video 

games [13]. For lacking strong, independent heroin in the game, Lara Croft in the Tomb Raider is regarded as 

the role model but still her sexuality has been emphasized even if she is capable and strong in the game [14]. 

Such sexualization of a female character related to her capability is also found in [3]. Lara Croft series 

enjoyed commercial success but later that sexy but strong female character is argued as changed to represent 

dependable feminine image in relation to another strong man, along with the excess of femininity in her 

appearance by Song [15]. Song criticizes the ‘death scene’ of Lara Croft in that the death of a male 

protagonist is usually the death of a hero with tragic feeling but the death of Lara Croft only emphasizes a 

gore character, where the player stares at her as a third party. 

In summary, there exists serious underrepresentation of female characters in quantity (appearance 

and proportions) and in quality (role importance and ability) other than sexual objectification in video games. 

Such unfavorable gender distortions against female characters are probably partly due to lack of female 

developers and experts in the market as stated in [13]. However, Murphy insists that two social science 

theories contribute to form the stereotype of female characters in general media [12]. The social cognitive 

theory suggests that people develop expectations for real-world situations from observational learning while 

consuming media [16]. Also, cultivation theory reveals that representations in the media affect audience’s 

perceptions of reality, but more passively. The theory proposes that continuous exposure to specific cultural 

messages will influence how the audience identifies with that message in the long-term [17]. 

In this paper, we are interested in investigating the qualitative underrepresentation of female 

characters in world famous game, League of Legends (LoL). Developed and published by Riot games in 

2009, this game has multi-million players all over the world and has stayed on top ranking of PC room 

market share in Korea since 2010. In this game, there are two teams consist of 5 players each with different 

positions: top, middle, bottom, jungle, and support. The goal is to destroy the opposing team's "nexus", a 

central structure protected by other defensive structures. With such rich pool of players (although there are 

excessive male players) and API accessible statistics are officially given, LoL has been the theme of many 

interesting researches. For technical issues, decision tree algorithm is applied to figure out what features are 

most influential for players to choose their play character (champion) [18] and how gendered and genderless 

characters are graphically modeled from the ontological view [19]. Also, there exist several player’s gender related 

issues such as how player choose playable character’s gender with gender swapping phenomenon [20, 21] and 

female gamer issues in the players’ community [22, 23].  

Our interest of the game is, however, the qualitative underrepresentation issue of female characters, 

not female players. LoL has more than 100 characters called champions that are continuously added every 

year. Firstly, we want to explore how male and female champions differ in ability as others reviewed [21, 24] 

but with more statistical parameters and will investigate not only the entry level but the final achievement 

level so that we can view the designer’s intention on the champion’s ability with respect to gender.  

RQ 1:  At the time of 2019, still female champions are in general inferior to male champions? Will that 

ability difference maintain after players achieve the final level 18? 

There are six champions categories with respect to their main roles: “Assassin” (champions with 

high attack ability and burst damage but fragile), “Fighter” (champions with short-ranged combatants with 

high damage dealt ability), “Mage” (champions with long-ranged combatants, burst damage and crowd 

control), “Support” (champions with support ability), “Tank” (champions with high defense or damage dealt 

ability), and “Marksman” (champions with long-ranged combatants and high physical damage ability) [25]. 

In support champion group, there are two different subgroups called utility support or enchanters and tanker 

support or catchers. Interestingly, all utility supports are females and tanker supports are mostly males. Thus, 

we feel that there exists a clear gender-discriminating intention of the LoL designers. We conduct a survey on LoL 

players who have played supports and ask them how they feel about this gender disproportion of utility supports. 

RQ 2:  For support champion users, how they feel this gender disproportion of support roles and what makes 

them to choose their own champion? 
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2. METHOD 

Riot games opened the ability ratings of each champion in defense, attack, magic, and difficulty on 

LoL’s official website [25]. Such information helps players to choose their favorite champions and this is 

regarded as a good strategy of LoL to keep the character balancing dynamically [26]. Previous studies [21, 

24] only analyze these statistics to see if there exists any gender difference from the start of the game and 

they found that female champions are only in favor of magic power and male champions are better in other 

categories of ability statistics. In this paper, we do the same analysis but conduct additional analysis on other 

ability parameter statistics such as attack speed, resistance against magic, regeneration of stamina and magic, 

moving speed, and effective shooting range by investigating all champions in level 1 and level 18 (the 

maximum) setting which previous studies did not perform. By doing this, we can see the gender difference of 

champions from the start and the maximum more clearly. These statistics are for the RQ 1. Since Riot games 

periodically add champions, current research and previous studies have different champion characters 

distributions. For example, there were 118 champions in 2014 [24] and 134 champions in 2017 [21]. Our 

champion distribution statistics is as shown in Table 1 that was accessed May 27, 2019. 
 

 

Table 1. Distribution of champions with respect to roles and gender 
Role Male Rate Female Rate SubTotal Rate Female Rate 

Tanker 16 17.2% 3 5.9% 19 13.2% 15.8% 
Supporter 9 9.7% 6 11.8% 15 10.4% 40.0% 

Marksman 10 10.8% 12 23.5% 22 15.3% 54.5% 
Mage 18 19.4% 15 29.4% 33 22.9% 45.5% 

Fighter 30 32.3% 10 19.6% 40 27.8% 25.0% 

Assassin 10 10.8% 5 9.8% 15 10.4% 33.3% 
Total 93 100% 51 100% 144 100.0% 35.4% 

 

 

For RQ 2, we design an online survey with questions. 

Q1 : When you use support line, what do you use utility support? 

Q2 : Please state the reason why you use or do not use utility support champions. 

Q3 : All utility support champions are females. What do you think the reason might be? 

We conduct the survey in June 2019 at https://www.op.gg/ where many LoL players exchange their 

opinions and information. The demographic distribution of our survey subjects is as shown in Table 2. 
 

 

Table 2. Demographic information of subjects with respect to age group and gender 
Age Male Female Total Rate 

Teens 735 41 776 55.10% 

20-24 428 37 465 33.00% 
25-29 119 9 128 9.10% 

>30 28 6 34 2.40% 

Unknown 3 2 5 0.40% 
Total 1313 95 1408 100% 

 

 

3. RESULT AND ANALYSIS 

The result of our investigation on champion statistics with respect to gender is summarized in  

Table 3. Numbers in ability statistics are under the same scale used in [24]. However, two previous studies 

obtained almost same result by analyzing the officially opened 4 major performance parameter statistics at 

starting level in that female champions are only better in magic power. Han argued that such result showed 

the gender stereotype of female characters in that females are worse than males in physical and rational 

ability but only surreal witcher-like ability was emphasized [24]. In this study, we add other performance 

parameters and also investigate the maximum level to see if that conjecture still stands while the game is in progress. 

With Scheffe’s t-test between groups, only female/male category with bold are statistically 

significant (p < 0.05). At start level, female champions are still inferior to stamina (especially regeneration 

power) and defence but better in magic as found in 2014 [24] and 2017 [21]. But the attack power seems to 

be matched as equal although female champions are designed to be better at long range shooting in 2019. 

When player reaches the maximum level 18, still most statistics are the same as level 1 at the gender 

difference point of view except increased magic regeneration (emphasize magic power) and overall defence 

power for female champions. Thus, we can conclude that the gender prototype still stands but a small change 

is in the process. For RQ2, the first question was if a player would like to play or not to play utility support 

champions and why. The result is summarized in quantity as shown in Table 4. Recall that all utility support 

at the time of survey were all females. 

https://www.op.gg/
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Table 3. Champion performance parameter statistics at level 1 and level 18 
Average Male Lev 1 Female Lev. 1 Female/Male Male Lev 18 Female Lev. 18 Female/Male 

Attack 59.92  57.49  0.96  116.81  110.21  0.94  

Attack Speed 0.64  0.64  1.00  0.90  0.88  0.98  
Stamina 564.70  542.01  0.96  2091.09  2029.34  0.97  

Stamina Regeneration 6.83  6.12  0.90  18.56  16.68  0.90  

Magic 299.45  324.58  1.08  843.54  902.25  1.07  
Magic Regeneration 8.43  8.39  1.00  17.52  18.80  1.07  

Defence 31.04  28.30  0.91  90.03  87.98  0.98  

Magic Resistance 31.44  30.55  0.97  48.08  42.74  0.89  
Moving Speed 338.33  333.10  0.98  338.33  333.10  0.98  

Shooting Range 269.41  416.67  1.55  269.41  419.00  1.56  

 

 

While the positive rate of using utility support has no effect on gender in Table 4, there actually 

exist different reasons why they use/not use utility support as shown in Table 5. Female players would not 

use the utility support champion mainly because of being labeled as Hyeji that means ‘easy-going female 

player gaining points by riding on male player’s skill’ which was originated from an actual incident happened 

in 2017 among LoL users. Other than that, most players regardless of gender pointed that the overall ability 

statistics were lower than other roles. The Hyeji incident and similar so called ’queen bee female players’ 

riding on skilled male friend’s performance creates negative gender prototype on female gamers [27] and 

even provokes mysogyny among young Korean gamers [28]. 

 

 

Table 4. Players’ responses on the use of utility 

support 
Utility Support Male Female Total Positive Rate 

Yes 878 64 942 69.0% 

No 392 31 423 31.0% 

Total 1270 95 1365 
 

Positive Rate 69.1% 67.4% 
   

Table 5. Players’ responses why they use of utility 

support 
Rank Reason 

1 Accessible (Cheap and Easy to control) 

2 Beautiful Skin 

3 Healing and defending are my trait 

4 Not Exhaustive 
 

 

 

However, once they decided to use utility support, the best reason is the accessibility and beautiful 

skin/appearance. Thus, we can also imagine that the female champions’ sexuality takes a role here. However, 

although we have only 7% of female players in this survey, females do not excessively choose utility lines 

which were found differently in [21]. On Q3 of the survey which asks “What do you think the reason of all 

utility supports are females?”, the top 3 frequent opinions are ‘Heal is for female, combat is for male’, 

‘Healing reminds me of mother or sister’, and ‘How come players can feel natural when tumultuous male 

gives healing and small beautiful girl sacrifices for the team as a tanker? The opposite is what we have 

learned so far and it is common in the society”. Many subjects also point out that it might be Riot Game’s 

intentional use of gender prototype for marketing reason and they feel that it is not politically correct but 

accept that intention because the majority players of the game are males. Such opinions are common to all 

subjects but the group of female users who responded they did not play utility support. The majority of that 

group’s opinion is that the utility support is easy to control thus entry level female users would take that but they 

don’t since they are already experienced users.  

Due to various expressions subjects made and more than thousand answers were collected, it is hard 

to taxonomize their answers in quantity but we can clearly see the existence of common gender prototyping 

and the influence of social role theory [29]. Similar phenomenon is found in other combat game like 

Overwatch in that players have gender prototype against female gamer in that she must take healer role 

because she is female regardless of play skill [30]. Another group of LoL players responded in this survey 

point out that such ‘all-female-champions’ for utility support setting is due to technical reasons. LoL enjoys 

now many seasons of success and there are many high level rankers’ available and female LoL gamers are 

increasing only very recently. Thus it is natural for entry level female players choose utility support thus Riot 

games intentionally use beautiful skins to decorate female utility supports to induce new entry level female 

players. There is no significant age effect on answers of Q3. 

 

 

4. CONCLUSION 

As female gamers are rapidly increasing all over the world, video game is no longer “white male’s 

territory”. In Korea, recent report by government agency reveals that female gamers enjoy as many hours of 

game play as males especially in mobile platform and age group under 30. In combat oriented genre such as 
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first person shooter (FPS) and multi-player online battle arena (MOBA), still male gamers are in majority but 

there is noticeable increase of female gamers for the likes of overwatch and unknown’s battleground.  

However, underrepresentation of female characters in video games is still underway in quantity and 

in quality. In this paper, we investigate world leading MOBA game LoL for that theme. Firstly we analyze 

how the average ability statistics and subsequent performance related parameters are designed differently at 

the entry level (level 1) and the most experience level (level 18). The result show that still female champions 

are only superior to male champions in ‘unreal’ magic power and inferior to male champions in many ways 

especially at the starting level which was already argued since 2014. There is, however, only a slow increase 

in defensive power for female champions at the maximum level compared with 2014 statistics. Such gender 

difference in champion’s given statistics together with small proportion of female champions (less than 40% 

of all selectable champions), female players are naturally disadvantageous in performance if they choose 

female champions in play as previous studies already found. 

We also report that there exists a serious gender disproportion among support role champions. In 

support role champions, there are two subgroups called utility and tank where utility support usually takes a 

healer role and tank support takes sacrificing role to neuter opponent’s attack. All utility supports are females 

and most tank supports are males. 

We take a survey of 1,403 LoL players (93% are males) who have played utility or tank support and 

asks why they prefer/unprefer ‘all-female’ utility support champion and how they feel such gender 

disproportion. Interestingly, female players who do not play utility support champions avoid such champions 

due to negative labeling of ‘easy riding female gamer’ where males give no such responses at the same 

question. Most players of both genders use utility support because they are cheap and easy to control and 

usually have beautiful appearances (skins). Also, most subjects in our survey explain that such “all-female” 

utility support is naturally accepted although they feel it may not be politically correct to have such gender 

stereotype learnt by the society-healing is female’s role and combat is male’s role.  

Either that was intentional or just for marketing decision, LoL is not free from such gender 

prototyping and negative social role theory based gender disproportion of champions. With continuously 

increasing female gamers, game designers should be more sensitive to create game characters even though 

that game was male excessive combat-oriented games and unfortunately, LoL is changing forward but way 

too slow in this aspect. 
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